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Low Earth Frequencies - New neurotechnology Effects of these frequencies on human brainThe

purpose of Radovan Babicâ€™s second scientific publication is to cast a fresh light on problems

concerning the human brain â€•" the most powerful computer in the world. In this book he describes

the new healing bio-neurotechnology which is capable of healing all existing brain diseases &

disorders. The information in this fascinating & revealing book is based on scientific research fully

supported by bibliography. Book explains:The original knowledge about the human brain going as

far back as ancient Egypt The human brain as the most powerful computer in the world same as the

purpose of the photosensitive organ Pineal GlandAdvanced brain functions such as Telepathy,

Astral projections/Out of body experiences (OBEs) Ability of the brain to heal itself without need of

any drugs or medications Natural healing of brain due to the Bioresonance phenomenon of the

same low brain & Earth frequencies same as by sound & coloursËƒËƒËƒ

BioresonanceBioresonance is an electrotechnical phenomenon where we understand the same

frequencies from the human brain and healing bio-neurotechnology. Due to these frequencies the

organs and cells of the human brain work at their maximum performance which speeds up and

enforces self-healing and the self-regenerating processes of human brain.ËƒËƒËƒ What else is in

this bookPublication is also unique as it includes Radovanâ€™s own invention of new

neurotechnology of Earth frequencies same as his own experiences and wisdom. It also contains

the unique 3d models created by professionals within Radovan's team same as illustrations for you

to be able to visualise & imagine described aspects better.Telepathy and Pineal Gland are important

aspects explained in this publication where they are explained by science in way that Radovan

compares it to technology of light signal transmission. As Pineal Gland organ is highly

photosensitive, Radovan and many others believe that it is this organ which allows us to develop

once again â€œlong forgottenâ€• abilities. It is light signal transmission which allows telepathy on

long distances.This publication also scientifically explains another higher brain function beside

telepathy - Astral projections /Out of body experiences/OBEs. This is possible by organ The Pineal

Gland which also produces hallucinogenic hormone DMT also known as ''Molecule of God'' which

deeply supports dreams, visions and visualisations. ËƒËƒËƒ Author & his personal noteIt is not

surprise that Radovan managed to gain qualification from astral projections (BSY group UK) which

again supports whole research and publication itself alongside with his practical experiences with

astral travels. This publication is also supported by Radovanâ€™s qualifications in fields such as

EEG - Biofeedback level 1 in EEG institute, Prague same as Parapsychology (BSY group UK),

which beside many fields covers fields such ESP â€•" extrasensory perception, telepathy & our Third



Eye-Pineal Gland organ positioned on our 6th Chakra â€•" The intuition Chakra/The Third Eye

Chakra. "I would like personally welcome you to this new era of knowledge. This wisdom is

presented to you by the Biohealing project with me as its founder. It is the era where lot of kinds of

abnormal behaviour, brain disorders and diseases are not considered as negative aspect, but are

considered as abilities/higher brain functions which can be directed for individualâ€™s personal

prosperity to develop your potential. One such aspect is new technology described in this

publication. This technology is my own invention and I am willing to give it all its technical details to

you & to the world." Radovan BabicScroll up to "LOOK INSIDE" where you can also see 30 seconds

video trailer for this book.
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This is second publication I have purchased and read from this author. After experience with first

publication I knew that I would found interestinginformation here too - mainly information and

wisdom which scientifically explains some few unexplained phenomena.In this publication author is

focusing on human brain and its work from electrotechnical point of view. I found very interesting

topic about dreams. I was surprised when I read about the technology that we can actually show



human dreams and thoughts on screen which author describes into detailed way. This technology is

however not Radovanâ€™s and he is referring this concept to its original inventor - Nicola Tesla.

However this makes relevant addition to this publication and is also referred to detailed bibliography

should you be interested into more details.Author also talks about telepathy which he also explains

from electrotechnical point of view, mainly comparison to the light signal transmission technology via

laser. I found very fascinating and greatly graphically processed the technology of the chamber

underneath earth surface. According Radovan this technology is capable to harness low

frequencies of Earth which can be then used to heal brain diseases should such a person would

stay in that chamber. I found technology profound and 3d models of this technology in high quality.

They not only replace many words butalso support visual stimulation of the reader to enhance his

imagination and visualisation of such technology. I would recommend this publication to people who

are interested topics such as altered mind states, higher brain functions and capacities same as low

Earth frequencies. This publication is also good bridge connection between conventional medicine

and alternative medicine and their combined use.
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